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Begin a Lifetime of Exploration, Admiration, and Devotion. . . Arguably
the ugliest but most functional device in the human being body-symbols
of manliness, objects of ribald humor and obscenities, imparting sexual
pleasure and making sure the continuation of the human race-the
testicles (or balls, eggs, bullocks, stones, nuts . and plenty of
concepts you can apply to more thoroughly enjoy the amazing jewels that
produce the man.. whatever you're inclined to call them) have already
been all but totally ignored in the writings of also internationally
celebrated sex authorities. The Pleasures of Testicles exams these under-
valued hallmarks of male sexuality from all angles. Entertaining,
provocative, and hilarious, drawing on information from sources as
different as ancient background and modern on the web chat groups, this
book covers every possible aspect of pleasure associated with the
testicles, from visible enhancements to the most shocking of intimate
works. If you're ready for sexual experience and education, or you're
just curious, The Pleasures of Testicles will give you a wealth of
information .. . .
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Anecdotes and antidotes: prescription for pleasure I had go through
Herriot's series on his veterinary experiences a long time ago but was
prompted to revisit it again after reading the most recent reserve by
Jan Karon where I actually became reacquainted with Dad Tim and the tiny
town of Mitford, NC. Not really yet ready to leave so wonderful an
atmosphere, I occurred upon a kindred reader in the waiting area of a
medical workplace who was in the process of reading Herriot's small gem
and I acknowledged it simultaneously as "precisely what the doctor
ordered. It's no question it offers withstood the test of period. He
captures the local atmosphere brilliantly -- in recalling all of the
colorful individuals (both animal and individual) he meets while
conducting his rounds plus they are "delicious." As in the Mitford
Series, there are squabbles and courtships, trials and triumphs and an
unlimited number of humorous anecdotes to take pleasure from and you may
come aside feeling you've experienced a lovely holiday in the North
Country amid a few of the friendliest folk around. One great tale after
another. I have not seen the BBC series - one of the most popular ever,
so this was new to me. Just what a delight. Just one single great story
after another, as James Herriot, aka James Wight, learns the ropes of
the veterinary business.I recommend them for all ages, go through to
those too young to learn, those that like animals and somebody who needs
a lift at theend of the day. James Wight is a fun and funny article
writer. I believed that 2018 wouldn't normally be too later to introduce
my Tennessean wife to the books, and she's devouring this, the first in
the sequence. I'd give it 10 stars if I could I bought this for my adult
boy because it was one of my all time beloved books when We was much
younger.I suppose that somebody with a little connection with farm
animals or also pets would feel an empathy with one or more of the
situations described in the books;"Herriot's books, of course, are occur
the northern English countryside, complete with all the "delicious"
dialects that are feature of the region. What is never to like.. Book
just as described...I have read this at least twice before as a
publication, now it is on my good old Kindle, it really is like visiting
an old friend..That is James first book, where he tells about meeting
his employer, the area, the people not to mention the animals he
handles..Herriot is an excellent writer and keeps things moving
along.After all the trash we find daily what a breath of fresh air.A
term to the wise, usually do not loan away your James Herriot books they
don't find their way back, people like and maintain them because theyare
so good to read.Those folks who've worked around animals most ofour
lives really enjoy what James must cope with daily... I don't know how I
made it to age 63 without browse this book... Honest seller.. He ended
up reading the complete book in just two days...You have not lived until
you have find a muddy pen wearing big overshoes in 30 level below zero
with a mad cowblowing snot in your back pocket, nope ..Dutch. My
granddaughter really wants to end up being a Veterinarian, exactly like



I did. It had been excellent simply as I had expected it .. I have read
all of his books and like all of them!... that's the way it is for me
personally, but what stands out more than that will be the characters.
Inspired simply by my father's love of the Herriot books, I watched the
TV series on the Beeb from the first broadcast and enjoyed the
adaptations. The stories experience so real, but apparently are loosely
based on real events and stories, not necessarily commensurate with the
period of time where they are portrayed, all covered in the guise of an
autobiography. Sometimes, I agree. I never could read the stories
without hearing the accents (and dialects) in my head; although I'm not
really from Yorkshire and was created after the events described in
them, but they still manage to develop a wistful remembrance of issues
past (that are most likely much less common in the 21st century) and
with just a little encounter having seen a vitnery at work on a farm,
doubly so. This a really a 5 celebrity masterpiece. Back up North, tha
knows. If you've been with us long enough, no matter where it has been,
you probably recognize the personas of Siegfried and Tristan, and just
how that Herriot has to deal with them amid four-legged characters who
could be even more cranky or wanton.I understand somebody who's read the
reserve and feels that all he requirements then is a great Yorkshire
pint or three, a watch of the dales and drinking companions with dry out
wistful humour to make it during the day.I'm not unfamiliar with the
life and personas as portrayed in the books, but she's obtaining it a
fresh experience that maybe goes part way to explain some of the little
idiosyncrasies that she's come to expect. But it really doesn't matter.
A get better at storyteller of the highest caliber.. He adored it. His
comment was "I tried to create it last, but I simply wanted to keep
reading." He is anxious to read a few of Herriot's various other books.
This book is filled up with wonderful accounts of several of the
situations country vet Herriot (pen name), gets involved with while
building his practice. Herriot had both large and small animal patients
(hence the title) and the pets were often better to deal with than their
owners. He writes with an excellent love of life and with his focus on
fine detail and great descriptions, the reader feels as though they are
there in the chilly barn watching him focus on a cow or in his examining
room working on a sick cat or dog.. I am hoping my granddaughter loves
it just as much as I did. Good read. I've read this publication several
times through the years. Still not tired of it!One also learns of the
language of England and the mountain people. Very pleased. What is never
to like. Very good condition. Recommend seller. ?????????? Help I
thought We was ordering this for free with my New Kindle Unlimited
account. What did I do wrong? Wonderful I have wished to read this for
some time..Very enjoyable. A vet who also knows how to write! I simply
finished All creatures great and small and also have say that man can
really tell entertaining stories. Maybe because a lot of my ancestors
had been farmers, I found it hard to stop reading as these encounters of



Mr. Herriot were fascinating. I could read them all again but still find
factors I had missed before. He is generally into mysteries or thrillers
therefore i wasn't sure he would like this. Interesting read Great
descriptions of pets and folks, and fun reading about funny, touching
and difficult situations a country ver could easily get into. Wonderful,
wonderful books!. Just what a treat every single one was. It was nice to
read a book without swearing, no sex, no murders. I want there were
more!
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